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Recently, Carlson and 'Throop/ 1/ have sho\!Vtl the T • 1 level at 9 ,17 MeV 

to be populated in the B
10 

( Li 
6

, d) N
1 4 

reaction. At first glance, this is a 

violation of the known i.sospin selection rule, whlch is found to hold strongly in 

other reactions on light nuclei. in the followil,g it will be shown that in the 

B
10 

( Li
6

, d) N 
14 

reaction as well there has been so far no necessity for isospin 

violation to occur, For this purpose.,further examlr:lations have to tx> done . 

Since the Li
6 

nucleus has a marked cluster structure the mechanism of Li6 

induced reactions with one of the clusters outgoing is expected to be a stripping 

one-. ln the reaction a deuteron or an a -particle will be exchanged 

(A + a)+ d 

(a + d) + A .. 
(A+d)+a 

The experimental results seem to verify these assumptions, what was shown 

first by Morrisoj 
2

/ and discussed in more detail in/ 3 /. Therefore, here a strip

ping;-llke mechanlsro will be assl.mled in discussing two possible ways in which 

the T• 1 level at 9.17 MeV of the JJ4 
nuclews can be populated in the 

10 .6 - _14 ·, 
B ( Li 1 d) ~ reaction. 

Violation of the isospin selection J:Ule can occur if by Coulomb forces the 

first 'I'a1 level of the B
10 

nucleus at 1.74 MeV is excited. (Here we wewill not 

discuss the real possibility of such an excitation with 4 MeV Li
6 

ions, but only 

the consequences). Therefore, we have to conaider not only 

but also 

Li 
6 + 

10 
B a;.s. 

6 10* 
Li + ·B 

( T• t) 

3 

14. 
N + d , 

14* 
N + d • 



If one assumes a stripping-like mechani!!lm for the reaction one can estimate the 

population of the 'I'• 1 level at 9.17 MeV relative to the population of the first 

'I'• 1 level at .2.31 MeV in the Nl-4 
nucleus, U&ing the shell model wave func

tions from ret.' 4 / one gets for ( 2 J + 1) 8 
2 

which is proportional to the populA

tion ratio/ 3/ 

(2J + 1) 8. = 
2x10- 3 for the 2.31 MeV level 

4x10- 3 for the 9,17 MeV level. 

• Here 8 is the reduced a - width, J 1s the spin. The population ratio estimated 

Jr. this way contradicts experimental data in which the 2.31 MeV level could not 

be s.een ( or only very weakly). Therefore, ano ther possibility for population 

of the 9.17 MeV level in the B 10 ( Li
6

, d) N
14 

reaction should be discussed. 

For some time the existence of the so- called threshold statee has been 

known. In the nucleus A a level is supposed with the structure ( B +a) or some 

levels which lie in the neighbourhood of the threshold for the decay A .. B + a. 

Here, the nature of such levels will not be discussed f only their existence 

will be assumed.- In either case, there will be a m{:I.X.imum in the population of 

levele near threshold in lithium induced reactio~ Indeed, euch a maximum is 

observed .l.rr some ( Li6 , a ) reactions near the deuteron threshold the nature 

of which ie discu!Ssed in/ 6 /, A maximum is observed also in the ( Li
6

, d), 

(Li7 ,t), and (Be9 , He5 ) reactions on B
11 

near the a -particle threshold of 

~5 f 7 f , The population of threshold levels ie found to be some dozens the po

pulation of any other level iro the lower excitation region. 

1! one assumes the existence of an a -threshold level ( or !Some levels 

near a -threshold) in the N
14 

nucleus also, there will be a rmxlmum in the 

deuteron spectrum of the reaction B
10 

(Li
6

, d) N
14 

near the a -particle thre

shold lying at 11.6 MeV. Carlson and Throop dld not find this maximum because 

they observed deuterons in coincidence with following ·y , only, But they found 

a population of the T·1 level at 9.17 MeV which is in the very neighbourhood of 

the expected threshold level, so that Coulomb mlxlng of these levels will be 

relatively strong. Though Carlson and Throop could not find the threshold level 

itself, they "found" thie level ( or these levels ) in observing the Too 1 level at 

9.17 MeV, possibly, The nonobservation of the Too 1 level at 2.31 MeV lying far 

away from the a -threshold is in agreement with this statement. 

4 

Naturally, for the 

necessary, To this end 

it will be very interestir 
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Naturally, for the ex.am.lnation of threshold 1evei5 further experiments are 

necessary. To this end lithium induced reactions seem to be very suitable and 

it will be very interesting to do such experiments • 

I am grateful to B.N.Kallnkin for a stimulating discussion. 
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